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WHY CHONDRULES DO NOT SHOW AND SOME CAIS SHOW 
SIGNIFICANT ISOTOPIC FRACTIONATION ?: Hiroko NAGAHARA, Geol. 
Inst., Univ. Tokyo, Hongo, Tokyo 1 13, Japan. 

Evaporation experiments have shown that the effect of oxygen isotopic fractionation of a 
solid silicate in vacuum reaches several % at the highest degree of evaporation but almost zero in 
hydrogen gas. This is because evaporation rate is small in vacuum, and silicates can isotopically 
fractionate when elemental diffusion in solid is large enough compared to evaporation. The 
results suggest that CAIs were formed in vacuum and chondrules were in hydrogen gas of the 
solar nebula. 

Isotopic fractionation including oxygen, magnesium, silicon, calcium, and titanium has 
been well known for CAIs. The effects of isotopic fractionation of Mg and Si are well correlated, 
which suggests evaporation residue for the origin of those CAIs [I]. Isotopic fractionation for 
chondrules has not been established in spite of nearly the same formation conditions for 
chondrules and (at least type B1) CAIs. Clayton et al. [2] showed that silicon isotopes of Allende 
and Dhajala (H3) chondrules are fractionated. On the contrary, Kinsey et al. [3] and Esat and 
Taylor [4] analyzed Mg isotopes of chondrules in carbonaceous and ordinary chondrites, but did 
not find fractionation. They said that the degree of mass loss by evaporation during chondrule 
formation was less than 20%. 

Recent systematic evaporation experiments have shown that isotopic fractionation should 
be significant if the evaporation took place in the solar nebula with the mode of Rayleigh 
fractionation, although it depends on dwell time of the maximum temperature. Davis et al. [ 5 ]  
experimentally showed that liquid forsterite could fractionate by several tens Ym through 
evaporation in vacuum but that solid forsterite could fractionate by only one Ym or less even with 
evaporation degree of 80%. Nagahara et al. [6], however, experimentally showed that solid SiO;! 
could significantly fractionate in vacuum. They also showed that the effect of isotopic 
fractionation strongly depends on hydrogen gas pressure. Because silicates are oxides, 
evaporation in hydrogen gas is a reaction of breakdown of oxides and formation of H20 gas. The 
reaction proceeds when hydrogen gas pressure is as high as maximum value of a solar nebula at 1 
A.U. (10-5 bar) in recent physical models, and it is suppressed when the hydrogen pressure is 
lower than that. This is opposite to the general effect of total pressure. In general, increasing total 
pressure of ambient gas which is not reactive with the condensed phase, decreases the 
evaporation rate. However, increasing hydrogen pressure increases the evaporation rate of 
silicates, which should have evaporation maximum at a certain pressure. 

Nagahara et al. [6] evaporated solid Si@ at 1600' and 1700OC in vacuum and in hydrogen 
gas, and obtained the evaporation rate. By using their results, degree of oxygen isotopic 
fractionation was obtained as a function of evaporation degree. The result is shown in Fig. 1. The 
solid curve is a calculated Rayleigh fractionation curve, and it predicts 6180 value of about 23% 
at 60% evaporation and 26Ym at 80% evaporation which corresponds to 5% and 6Ym, 
respectively, relative to the original. Contrary to isotopic fractionation in vacuum, that in 
hydrogen gas is much smaller (broken line). The degree of isotopic fractionation is only 1Ym at 
60% evaporation and smaller than 3Ym even at 90% evaporation. The small effect of isotopic 
fractionation is due to large evaporation rate in hydrogen. The fractionation by several % from 
solid Si02 is larger than 1 to 2 % from solid forsterite obtained by [ 5 ] ,  which is due to difference 
in diffusion rate of oxygen in solid phase. 

Elemental fractionation at the surface of solid can be effectively takes place when elemental 
diffusion in solid is large enough compared to evaporation rate. A similar discussion has been 
previously made by Wang et al. [7]. In the case of the present study, oxygen isotopic 
fractionation can take place when oxygen diffusion in Si02 is larger than the evaporation rate. 
Since SiO2 evaporates congruently, oxygen evaporation rate is equal to that of bulk Si02. 
Evaporation rate of Si02 is thus compared to diffusion rate of oxygen in solid SiO;!. At the 
present experimental conditions, the stable phase of Si@ is high cristobalite. Literature data of 
oxygen diffusion rate in cristobalite is, however, anomalously large when compared to those in 
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quartz and tridymite, and it is difficult to evaluate whether the rate is consistent with other studies 
[8]. Therefore, the value of oxygen diffusion rate in tridymite is tentatively used in the present 
study. In the calculation, the material is assumed to be infinite for one dimension, evaporation is 
assumed to take place at a surface, and diffusion rates of isotopes are assumed to be the same. 
The result is shown in Fig. 2 where evaporation rates in vacuum (free evaporation) and in 
hydrogen gas of 10-5 bar and oxygen diffusion rate in tridymite at 1600°C are compared. The 
figure shows that the diffusion rate and free evaporation rate cross at about 200min. Diffusion 
rate is larger than free evaporation rate in the beginning 200 min, where oxygen isotopic 
fractionation can take place according to the Rayleigh fractionation model. After 200 min, 
evaporation rate is larger than diffusion rate, where isotopic fractionation can not take place 
effectively. On the contrary in hydrogen gas of 10-5 bar, evaporation rate is larger than diffusion 
rate regardless of time. In this case, isotopic fractionation hardly takes place. 

The present results give a constraint on the formation conditions for CAIs and chondrules. 
CAIs, which often show significant isotopic fractionation with heavier isotope enrichment, are 
thought to have been heated in vacuum or in a gas of very low hydrogen pressure; they have 
evaporated slowly enough to cause isotopic fractionation. On the other hand, chondrules, which 
do not show significant isotopic fractionation, are thought have been heated in nebular 
(hydrogen) gas, where evaporation rate of material was large and isotopic fractionation could 
hardly occur. Alternatively, chondrule were hardly evaporated in a highly oxidizing gas, where 
partial pressure of oxide components was very large. The latter possibility is, however, not 
preferable, because Allende chondrules show evidence for Mg isotopic fractionation [9] which 
suggests that significant portion of the precursor material was lost by evaporation. 
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Fig. 1 Oxygen isotopic fractionation of evaporation Fig. 2 Comparison of diffusion rate of oxygen in solid 
residues in vacuum and hydrogen gas of bar. The SiO;? and evaporation rates in vacuum and hydrogen 
curves are regression of data, and are extrapolated to gas of bar. 
higher degree of evaporation. 
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